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Is the heavily promoted day truly beneficial to improving mental health?
Or is it nothing more than the decade’s biggest PR stunt?
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ADDICTED TO THE BINGE

What makes a
show “bingeable”
from a scientific
perspective?
Willa Holmwood

Netflix is the powerhouse
of the cell. Is that what
you learned in science
class? Nope. However,
the importance of bingewatching in the daily life
of students has become
equally as appealing as the
energy production from
these tiny organelles.
What is it about the

15 seasons of Grey’s
Anatomy, 62 hours of
Breaking Bad, and 9 years
of The Walking Dead that
keeps people watching?
According to science, the
jelly-like blob that resides
in your head fascinatingly
interacts with bingewatching shows.

visual and auditory
stimuli by processing
and interpreting what is
seen on the screen. With
nearly 118 million Netflix
subscribers, examining
consumer preferences
in viewing results has
exciting findings. One
study found that 80%
of people would rather
The brain responds to binge watch a show due

what’s your
“ Sonext
binge?

”

to deepened feelings of
involvement. Since the
undergraduate
years
are suggested to be the
loneliest time of one’s life,
it is not surprising that
students turn to strong
characters and engaging
plots to escape the misery
of exams and missing
their dog.
This process of avoiding
is partially due to a
fascinating brain activity
that exists in mirror
neurons. These neurons

respond to observed
behaviours
and
can
instigate genuine feelings
despite the safety and
comfort of watching
plane
crashes
and
zombie attacks from the
comfort of your own
bed. According to a study
from 2008, cognitive and
emotional empathy are
engaged when mirror
neurons fire, causing the
brain to react strongly
while watching shows. By
invested in the journey of
binge-watching, humans
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can adopt psychological
perspectives
of
the
fictional characters by
feeling connected. Shows
that appeal to emotions
by drawing the viewer in
through mirror neurons
will exceed the “bingeability” scale.
One of the current
trends in science involves
tracing everything back
to neurotransmitters and
hormones.
Regarding
binge-watching
brain
trivia,
understanding
the
function
of
oxytocin,
dopamine,
and norepinephrine will
score big points. First
off, oxytocin is often
associated with human
connection and bonding.
In a study that compared

human
blood
samples before and
after watching a
show, oxytocin was
found to be higher
after viewing. The
researchers found a
strong relationship
between empathy and
oxytocin, suggesting
that humans can
undoubtedly connect
emotionally
with
the plots of shows.
Next time you’re
crying
because
they killed off your
favourite character,
don’t be ashamed, it’s
just a neurological
response!
Secondly, dopamine
is arguably the sexiest
neurotransmitter
around. As a natural

feel-good substance, the
brain produces dopamine
during
enjoyable
and
rewarding experiences like
binge-watching. According
to the Clinical Psychologist

Dr. Renee Carr, the
mechanism of dopamine
can cause a viewer to
“experience a pseudoaddition to the show”
due to the development
of dopamine cravings.
Similar to a drug addict,
Carr suggests that “the
neuronal
pathways
that cause heroin and
sex addictions are the
same as an addiction
to
binge-watching”
because the body “does
not discriminate against
pleasure.” By secondary
association, it appears
that Netflix could have
been included in the
DARE programs. Lastly,
norepinephrine is a
neurotransmitter that is
mainly responsible for
arousal after a stressful
stimulus.
During
climatic season finales

and plot crescendos, the
release of norepinephrine
slows heart rates and
focuses
attention.
Evolutionarily, this was
essential to survival as
it could improve the
detection of a potential
threat. This increase
in attention draws the
viewer into the show, even
more, making it harder to
return to the endless piles
of studying.
Netflix is the powerhouse
of the cell and bingewatching is the fuel.
From mirror neurons
that control empathy to
chemical packets that alter
physiology, the new brain
has adapted to thrive in
the bindable world that
now exists. So what’s your
next binge?
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UBCO’S HILLARY OMOE ON ACTING, HER
ROLE IN BLACKBIRD, AND MORE. [PART 2]
Hillary Omoe doing
what she does best
and committing
herself to a role with
a stellar performance.
Curtis Woodcock
Arts Editor
Curtis: what drew you to
your role in Blackbird?
What was the most exciting
or interesting thing about
that play for you?
Hillary: I didn’t know
too much going into it
because they wanted to
keep the promise of the
play super ‘hush hush.’ I
have always had an interest
in things that are a little bit
disturbing and weird and
I have always been kind of
drawn to that stuff. I think
its a neat part of human
nature that no one likes to
talk about. It was the perfect
role, I just really wanted to
do it. I liked how it dealt
with two kinds of people
in society that don’t often
get their stories told. The
girl who had been abused
often don’t get her story
told. The people who abuse
are always painted as bad
people, but there is more to
them than that and that’s a
hard thing to admit. There
is more to it, and that’s a
huge part of the play that
drew me to it. These two
stories that forced the
audience to sit down and be
uncomfortable-- I like that,
I like the idea of becoming
more comfortable by being
uncomfortable.

Curtis: As someone who is
also studying psychology, I
understand that viewpoint.
The weird intricacies of
human nature and why
they do the things that they
do is very interesting to me.
I am also a big fan of weird
disturbing things and why
they happen. I think that’s
why I liked the play so
much; it delves into such
a deep and scary realm
of human society. When
I read the blurb about
the play, I knew it would
be intense and it seemed
like it would be upsetting.
It ended up being more
uncomfortable, but you felt
bad for both characters.
It is weird being put into
the position where you
empathize with someone
who abused somebody. It
definitely forced you to do
that. It wasn’t this cut and
dry case of abuse, and I
think it helps that you both
have great stage chemistry
so it’s very believable. It’s
one of those things where
you’re not sure how the
content will be received.
Hillary: It’s definitely
one of thosplays that are
creatively fulfilling rather
than financially fulfilling,
because a lot of people don’t
want to see that. From an
artist’s perspective, it so so
fulfilling to sink your teeth
into that kind of a role.
Curtis: Was that role one
of your most challenging
roles?

Curtis: Do you try to do level. So the play is very
one or two plays a year near and dear to my heart.
with them if it works out? Be sure to keep your eye
on New Vintage Theatre
Hillary: Yeah, I try to pick for any upcoming plays as
roles that I connect with. a lot of heart and soul go
I don’t just want to do into these productions. You
anything for the sake of it.
might just be lucky enough
to catch Hillary Omoe
Curtis: Was Blackbird one doing what she does best
of your favourite ones that and committing herself
you’ve done so far, even to a role with a stellar
though it has been one of performance.
Curtis: It would be extremely the more challenging ones as
difficult to put yourself in well?
that place and then come
out of it as there was a huge Hillary: I’d say so. It’s pretty
level of vulnerability to rare that you get to do a
play where the content
your character.
strikes you in that kind
Hillary: Letting people of way. When I first
in the audience see a side heard about it I knew
of yourself and knowing that I needed to do it.
that they see it… it’s tough To be in a play with
to allow yourself to fully one other person
happen
commit to something like doesn’t
very often. I
that.
got to know
Curtis: Yeah that would Doug on a
be very difficult. I have w h o l e
always had an interest in other
acting but I believe that
one of the reasons that I
have shied away from it is
because I don’t think that
I could commit or lose
myself in a role like that
without overthinking
it and holding back
out of nerves. I
feel like it would
be
emotionally
rewarding,
but
also exhausting.
Hillary: 100 percent. As
an actor, you bring a lot of
your own experiences on
stage and manipulate them
in ways that would fit the
character. Just to and allow
myself to fully submit to
being as vulnerable as I
was on stage, was a really
difficult place to get to
before, during, and even
after the play.

Hillary: Yeah that’s
exactly how it feels.
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CHILDREN OF GOD
children have been taken
away into the Residential
School System. The school
was located in Northern
Curtis Woodcock
Ontario. This is a story
Arts Editor
about Rita, a mother barred
from passing through the
The Vernon and District
gate, and her children who
Performing Arts Centre
never knew she came.
has been busy this year
with producing exciting
“Children of God” offers
performances
and
a thrilling mixture of
announcing the fourth
contemporary realities and
show in their Spotlight
ancient traditions, bringing
series “Children of God.”
forth a celebration of
The show will take place on
resilience and the power of
March 13, at 7:30 PM.
Indigenous cultural spirit.
Gathering
inspiration
Corey
Payette
wrote
from First Nations music,
this gorgeous, powerful
Payette’s profound and
musical telling the story of
moving score also bares
an Oji-Cree family whose

Residential school
system through the
eyes of a family.

hints
of
provocative
Broadway
masterpieces
such as “Fun Home” and
“Next to Normal.”

enable more recognition
towards the ripple effect
that is part of Canada’s
dark history.

Children of God takes
a topic that is usually
shrouded
in
shame
and tries to showcase
the
intergenerational
impact of the residential
school system. Payette
wanted to gain a deeper
understanding of these
immensely
important
stories and to honour
the survivors and their
descendants.
Audiences

Artistic director of Urban
Ink, Corey Payette is
proud of his Oji-Cree
heritage from Northern
Ontario. He is an
accomplished playwright,
actor, composer, and
director across Canada.
With a B.F.A. in music
composition from York
University, Payette has
created works at the
National Arts Centre,

will be able to experience
the hardships through the
eyes of a family, which will

Vancouver
Playhouse, and $40 for the student
Firehall Arts Centre, population. Buy them at
Western Canada Theatre, www.ticketseller.ca.

Arts Club Theatre, as well
as some others. His work
as Artistic Associate with
Full Circle: First Nations’
Performance and The
Indigenous Cycle at the
National Arts Centre
contributed to the creation
of a new Department of
Indigenous Theatre at the
National Arts Centre that
will open in 2019.
This is sure to be a
performance you do not
want to miss! Tickets for
this event will be $45, $42
for the seniors out there,
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WHO SHOULD WIN
THE OSCAR IN 2019?
The best actors In line
for the Oscars, and the
best actors who are not.
Jeff Bulmer

Phoenix Alumnus

Who Should Win: Willem
Dafoe – “At Eternity’s Gate”
Few movies so perfectly
portray a character as “At
Eternity’s Gate” portrays
Vincent Van Gogh. Every
aspect of director Julian
Schnabel’s biopic adds to Van
Gogh’s characterisation. The
camera shows the world as
he saw it, the music quickly
establishes itself as a sort of
inner monologue, and the
dialogue is messy as often
as it is eloquent, reflecting
a stream-of-consciousness
style of storytelling that
muddies the line between
reality and Van Gogh’s
imagination.
Of course, a character study
is nothing without its lead
actor, and Willem Dafoe’s
portrayal of Van Gogh
is easily the highlight of
his career. Dafoe plays
Van Gogh during the
famously
turbulent
last years of his life.
During this time, Van
Gogh struggled as an
artist
unappreciated
by potential patrons,
and unsuccessful even
among his peers. At the
same time, he suffered
from depression so
crippling he would
eventually
commit
himself voluntarily to
a mental asylum after
being driven from
Arles, France.

Beyond simply portraying
the events as history recorded
them, “At Eternity’s Gate”
shows how the world affected
Van Gogh. Every interaction
the artist has is meaningful,
and every painting, a
natural consequence of his
experiences. Dafoe lends a
gravity to even the briefest
exchanges, turning every
scene he’s in into something
truly memorable. Dafoe
also has the opportunity to
deliver several philosophical
monologues about the nature
of painting and art in a way
that never seems contrived or
self-righteous.
Dafoe’s natural chemistry
with
other
characters
should also be mentioned.
His scenes with Teo Van
Gogh (Rupert Friend)
and an unnamed priest
at the asylum (Mads
Mikkelsen) give the actor
a chance to humanize
Van Gogh in ways few
portrayals care to. But
it’s his friendship with
painter Paul Gaugnion
(played
by
notable
snub for Best Actor in a
Supporting Role, Oscar
Isaac) that ultimately
results in the best scenes
in an already fantastic
movie. Gaugnion holds
artistic opinions than
are in opposition to Van
Gogh’s own opinions,
and isn’t afraid to voice
them, leading to heated
exchanges between the two.
Gaugnion’s exit from Van
Gogh’s life sends the artist
into a downward spiral that
eventually leads him to cut
off his ear, and immediately
sends the cinematographer
into a fit of overlaid shots.

Starring no less than the Best
Actor in a Leading Role of
2018, “At Eternity’s Gate”
is hands-down the best
character study in recent
memory.

his dreams. We see Jack
struggle to build a house,
try to have a family, and
even fall in love. While Jack
is supposedly both a killer
and a wannabe-architect, he’s
human first.

Who Got Snubbed: Matt
Dillon – “The House That
Jack Built”

Dillon’s portrayal of Jack is
almost unpleasant to watch,
simply due to how easy he is
to sympathise with despite
the horrific murders he
commits on-camera. Dillon
espouses on the morality of
killing animals, then hunts
a woman and her two sons;
he has a beautiful moment
with the love of his life, then
skins her alive; in one scene
Jack even kills an elderly
lady just because he likes the
layout of her

Lars von Trier’s latest movie
“The House That Jack Built”
was released in theatres
last November for exactly
one day before irreparably
polarizing critics and going
straight to YouTube. That’s
not unexpected for the
Danish director, whose work
typically tackles already taboo
subjects in ways completely
unfit for the mainstream.
His latest work takes
on mental illness
and
society’s
desensitization
to
violence
by
examining the life of
a prolific serial killer
with psychopathy and
debilitating Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder.
The movie is told in a
series of five episodes
in the life of the titular
Jack, played by Matt
Dillon,
each
episode
depicting a murder during
an important time in his life.
Over these five episodes,
Jack goes from a young
engineer with a handicap
and a dream of being an
architect, to a middleaged man who has
overcome his OCD
and
become
an
accomplished serial
killer,
but
never
managed to achieve

house, and wants to take
notes uninterrupted. Yet, inbetween these scenes, Jack
struggles to build his dream
house, practices expressions
in front of a mirror, and talks
about fine wine. Perhaps not
everyone can relate to Jack’s
exact experiences, but we’ve
all dealt with unachievable
goals and hobbies.
Similar to “At Eternity’s
Gate,” “House” also deals
with how the world affects its
main character. Not twenty
minutes in, the movie begs
the question of whether Jack
ever would have become a
murderer if not for the actions
of his first victim. Over many
years, Jack develops several
philosophical o p i n i o n s ,
which
he h a p p i l y
dictates
to
t h e
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“Bobby Maine
is the heart
of A Star is
Born.

”

narrator. These include such
topics as death and decay,
the relationship between
humans and animals, and the
role of men in society. Even if
one disagrees with the main
character, his monologues on
these topics are great braincandy.
There’s nothing less surprising
than the Academy forgetting
that Von Trier and his films
exist for yet another year.
Nevertheless, it’s criminal for
Dillon’s performance to go
unnoticed.
Other notable snubs: Ethan
Hawke, “First Reformed;”
Lakeith Stanfield, “Sorry
to Bother You;” Chadwick
Boseman, “Black Panther.”
Best Actor in a Supporting
Role
Who Should Win: Sam Elliott
– “A Star Is Born”
With a career spanning over
50 years and even more
movies, including such
classics as Butch Cassidy
and the Sundance Kid and
We Were Soldiers, Sam
Elliott is one of Hollywood’s
most recognizable actors.
Elliot’s trademark drawl and
tendency to be typecast as the
Western insert for movies in

need of a single-monologue
mentor character (see The
Big Lebowski) make him so
distinctive that he defined
an entire generation’s image
of the archetypal cowboy –
building on Clint Eastwood’s
excellent foundation.
Despite that, Elliott has never
once been acknowledged
by the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
until 2018, when he was cast
seemingly against type in one
of the best movies of the year,
A Star Is Born.
Acting opposite Bradley
Cooper, Elliot plays Bobby,
the road manager, halfbrother, and father figure
to main character Jackson
Maine. Bobby is the movie’s
voice of reason, constantly
trying to reign in Jackson’s
drug use, alcoholism, and
general erratic behaviour.
He’s also, at times, a villain,
as he tries to live out his own
dreams through controlling
his brother’s music career.
Most notably, Bobby is
the most vocal critic when
Jackson first decides to bring
in Ally (Lady Gaga) partway
through a tour.
What at first seems unlike the
conveniently-timed, wizened

bar patron Elliot has so often
played is actually a natural
evolution of the mentor
character he’s most famous
for. More than just the voice
of reason, Bobby Maine is
the heart of A Star is Born.
Rarely driving the main
plot forward, Bobby instead
serves as council to each of
the main characters, and
offers convenient, poignant
opinions during each of the
main plot points. Of course,
as a major character in this
movie, Bobby’s advice is
rarely heeded by anyone,
and Elliott is left to portray
a character reduced to a
cameo in the life of those
important to him.
Of course, Elliott does this
beautifully: his relationship
with Cooper and Lady
Gaga’s characters is more
believable and emotional
than their relationship with
each other, and they’re
married.
The list of actors who gave
a better performance than
Sam Elliott in 2018 is shorter
than the current list of
Academy Award nominees.
After 50 years, it’s time to
give Elliott his Oscar
Who Got Snubbed: Topher

Grace – “BlacKkKlansman”
2018 was a year full of
movies tackling racism.
Of these, none was a more
brutal takedown of racism
in the USA, past and
present, than Spike Lee’s
“BlacKkKlansman.”
But
while “BlacKkKlansman”
is in the list of Academy
Award nominees in a few
categories, notably absent is
the movie’s most damning
portrayal of all-American
racism: Topher Grace as
David Duke.
Duke is a charismatic,
silver-tongued good ol’ boy
who uses his position as
Grand Wizard to reform
the Ku Klux Klan into a
“respectable organisation.”
He refers to the Klan as
“The Organisation,” refuses
to espouse blatant racism
in public, and welcomes
calls to his office to chat
with prospective members.
Grace’s portrayal of Duke is
less a studied caricature than
a version of someone every
Midwesterner has met. He’s
certainly not racist, he just
knows what “those people”
are like.
The few times Duke loses
his cool throughout the

movie, the flashes of malice
are quickly interrupted by
outbursts of less composed,
more obviously bigoted
underlings. Duke is a
dangerous man behind his
friendly exterior, but the real
danger lies in the command
he has over his followers.
Similar to this year’s other
notable cult leader, Chris
Hemsworth in “Bad Times
at the El Royale,” Duke
is a terrifying presence
throughout
the
movie,
despite his short screen-time.
In a list well-populated
by movies tackling race
relations, often even in
cartoonish or overdone ways,
it’s telling that the Academy
decided to ignore this year’s
most realistic portrayal of
modern racism.
But on the other hand, it does
sound strange to say “Topher
Grace was nominated for an
Oscar for his portrayal of a
KKK Grand Wizard.”
Other notable snubs:
Oscar Isaac, “At Eternity’s
Gate;” Omari Hardwick,
“Sorry to Bother You;”
Michael B. Jordan, “Black
Panther.”
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Till Death Do Us Part

People Come Together
to Discuss Death in
Death Cafes, a growing
experience since 2011.
Curtis Woodcock
Arts Editor

A
relatively
new
phenomenon in the realm
of releasing ourselves from
the shackles of conservatism
and fear is the concept of
Death Cafes. It is a growing
experience, and at the start
of 2019, there have been
7,520 Death Cafes offered
in 63 countries since
September 2011. Death
itself has been considered
a taboo subject for way too
long and many people find
it extremely difficult to face
or even talk about. Families,
friends, and the overarching
communities have a tough
time discussing death. For
such a natural and inevitable
phenomena, it is something
that we would rather
ignore than face. There is
a Death Cafe post going
around where a person
working in a Hospice asks
a woman, “what’s it like to
know that you are dying?”
She responds, “what’s it
like pretending that you
aren’t?” This is one of the
most profound things that
should be remembered; we
are all dying at some point,
so why not be open about
it? Death has touched us
all in one way or another.
It could be the passing
of a loved companion
animal, a beloved family
member, a friend, or even
the darkness that one can
grapple with sometimes
within themselves to try
and refrain from taking
one's life. The growing
popularity of these cafes is a

testament to the need for a safe and
open space to discuss these matters.
Often people are strangers,ut they
come together and enjoy a warm
beverage and open up about their
experiences with death and the
concept of dying. They are a
group-directed,
confidential
discussion of death with no
expectations, no agendas and
no judgments. A Death Cafe is
not grief support or counselling
session. The concept was
developed by Jon Underwood
and Sue Barsky who based
their ideas on Bernard
Crettaz. The goal of such a
cafe is to increase awareness
of death and encouraging
people to make the most
of their (finite) lives. Mr.
Underwood believes that
if people deal with their
fear of dying, the world
would be a better place.
He goes on to say “Life and
Death are interdependent.
The best preparation for
death is to have a great life.
It’s to create an environment
where talking about dying and
death is natural and comfortable.”
There is a lack of exposure
to accurate depictions of
death nowadays. We
are exposed to record
levels of violence,
but what happens
in those final
moments,
behind closed
doors,
is
seldom talked
about. It can
leave people
in denial and
ill-equipped
to deal with
one of the things
that connect us
all. Living life more
fully and being better
equipped to support one

another starts with coming to
terms with our own mortality.

Dates, Times and Locations:
Sunday, January 20, 1:30-3:30
at Kelowna Branch, Okanagan
Regional Library Sunday, February
24, 1:30-3:30 at Vernon Branch,
Okanagan Regional Library
Sunday, March 24, 1:30-3:30
at Summerland, Okanagan
Regional Library Saturday, April
27, 1:30-3:30 at Kelowna Branch,
Okanagan
Regional
Library Saturday, May
18, 1:30-3:30 at Vernon
Branch,
Okanagan
Regional
Library
Sunday, May 26, 1:303;30 at Peachland
Wellness
Centre.
Join Celebrant and
End of Life Doula
Alison
Moore,
Death Midwife
Practitioner Sue Berlie,
End of Life Doula
Claudette Bouchard
and
others in a Death
Café at a local branch of
the Okanagan Regional
Library this spring.
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Is the heavily
promoted day
truly beneficial to
improving mental
health? Or is it
nothing more than the
decade’s biggest PR
stunt?
Melissa Weiss

// FEATURES

BELL,
LET’S

TALK

This year, Bell Let’s Talk Day
is on January 30. Launched
in 2010, the campaign
raises funds for Canadian
mental health programs.
Simply sending a text or
making a phone call (if
you’re a Bell customer), or
promoting Bell on social
media through hashtags
results in the company
making a 5-cent donation Indigenous communities.
towards mental health According to Bell’s website,
this means their campaign
initiatives.
has resulted in “6,313,777
According to the company’s individuals supported with
website, “Bell Let’s Talk access to mental health
promotes awareness and care.”
action with a strategy built
on 4 key pillars: fighting the These funds stem from
stigma, improving access the “867,449,649 total
to care, supporting world- number of interactions”
class research, and leading (texts, phone calls, and
by example in workplace #BellLetsTalk social media
mental health.” But is the promotion), which have
day really about supporting steadily been increasing
the
campaign’s
mental health initiatives? since
origins.
2011
saw
just over
Or is Bell capitalizing on
free advertising under 66 million interactions,
the guise of apparent whereas 2018 amassed
well over 138 million
philanthropy?
interactions.

Let’s talk about
numbers.

From its 2010 inception,
Bell boasts an impressive
$93.4 million donated to
mental health initiatives.
This includes $3.53 million
in grants for children and
youth, $1.6 million in grants
for military family support,
and $938K in grants for

Interestingly, this trend
in interactions closely
resembles that of Bell’s
stock market history,
which climbed from 27.75
per share in 2010 to 58.06
per share in 2018. While
this growth can easily be
attributed to other factors
like improved technology,
increased cell phone use,

“Given the rising moral
panic
around
young
people, social media use,
and mental health, Bell
profits from the figure of
the ‘millennial’ and the
work of young people
interacting online.”

Let’s talk about
representation.
As a 2017 peer-reviewed
article points out, “the
advertising around Bell
Let’s Talk includes very
particular bodies: the
subjects of these videos,
pictures, and descriptions
are primarily white and
middle class.” A quick scan
of Bell’s website confirms
this idea, showing four
spokespeople: actress Mary
Walsh, Olympic medalist
Clara Hughes, sports
commentator
Michael
Landsberg, and comedian
Howie Mandel.

and the 2012 Astral Media
deal, Bell’s January 2018
stock value still stands an
entire eleven points higher
than direct competitor
Telus (47.06 per share).
In carefully choosing their
spokespeople, Bell is aiming
Let’s talk about to achieve the greatest
possible social media
social media.
impact. All four of these
Bell will donate 5 cents individuals are part of the
for every tweet made upper-middle class; they
using #BellLetsTalk, every all appear to be financially
view of Bell’s Instagram comfortable; and they all
video, every use of the have inspirational stories
Bell Facebook frame, of overcoming mental
and every snap using the health. As the study points
Bell Let’s Talk filter. As out, this strategy works
one Reddit user points to “reinforce normative
out, however, “at 5 cents narratives around mental
a share, that’s only $500 health.”
for 10,000 shares…That’s As one Reddit user notes
cheaper than paying for , those who arguably are
ad-boosting on Facebook.” the most urgently in need
Cheaper still is the fact of mental health support
that, as a business, Bell can are almost entirely left out
write off all of its corporate of the conversation. This
includes people living in
donations.
A 2017 report also noted poverty, people without
people
with
that Bell’s success stems homes,
partially from its focus on addictions, and Indigenous
youth and social media: people living in isolated

communities.
Bell Let’s Talk Day
historically also makes
little to no mention of the
links
between
mental health and
crime; justice and
incarceration; the
links
between
mental
health
and
inequality,
poverty,
food
ins e c ur it y,
and
insecure
employment; and the links
between mental health
and discrimination by
gender, race, and sexual
orientation.

Let’s talk about
the “Bell Effect.”
While one of Bell’s four
pillars is “leading by
example in workplace
mental health,” many
current and former Bell
employees are calling
the company out as
hypocritical. According to
a news report, more than
600 Bell employees “have
written CBC’s Go Public
to describe the toll that
aggressive sales targets
have had on their health.”
One former employee
reported being “so stressed
out that [she’d] be vomiting
and having diarrhea at the
same time. [She] ended up
getting ulcers.”
A Bell Mobility sales
manager said, “the pressure
to meet sales targets was
so intense that [he] lost 40
pounds in a few months
[…] It was so stressful, [he]
was throwing up blood.”
A formal employee from
a Montreal call centre
wrote, “the second I told
my doctor that I worked
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In 2012, The Globe and
Mail published an article
citing some of the specifics
of Bell’s take-over of
Astral Media. According
to the article, “when one
company in Canada buys a
broadcasting license from
another, it has to pay a sort
of tax, a percentage of the
purchase price, toward the
development of the entire
system.” This amounts to
10 percent of the purchase
price in television deals,
and 6 percent of the
purchase price in radio
Effect.’”
deals – referred to as a
To this report, Bell “tangible benefit package.”
spokesperson
Mark
Langton wrote, “none of As part of its $3.3 billion
the allegations you make is takeover of Astral Media,
Bell revealed the details of
true.”
its resulting $200 million
Let’s talk about tangible benefit package,
would be paid out
the real motives. which
over the next ten years.
at Bell after she heard the
symptoms, she did not
hesitate to prescribe a
leave. Doctors everywhere
are apparently well aware
of what I call ‘The Bell

This included a $60 million
allocation towards radio
benefits, $95.8 million
towards television benefits,
$40
million
towards
broadcasting’s
digital
future, and $3.5 million
towards mental health
awareness initiatives. This
means that regardless of
the millions of tweets and
texts, Bell is required under
contract to donate $3.5
million to mental health
initiatives until the year
2022.
According
to
the
company’s 2016 Corporate
Responsibility
Report.
in 2015 Bell also made
a pledge to commit “to
mental health by another
five years and at least $100
million.”

I told
“ Themysecond
doctor that

I worked at Bell
after she heard the
symptoms, she did
not h sesitate to
prescribe a leave.
Doctors everywhere
are apparently well
aware of what I call
‘The Bell Effect.’

”

Let’s talk about
the bottom line.

While their methods may
be questionable (and a
little self-serving), it is
undeniable that Bell has
taken great strides in
opening up a conversation
about
mental
health.
Millions of Canadians
are now engaging in
open discussions about
mental illness, working
cumulatively to silence
stigma and encourage
hope. In fact, according
to Bell’s website, “87% of
Canadians reported that
they are more aware of
mental health issues since
Bell Let’s Talk began.”
However, there’s got to
be a better way to open
up dialogue surrounding
mental illness than feeding
into a major company’s
publicity stunt.
Photo Credit: Lauren St Clair

